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President’s Column 

 

I have had a number of comments from last week’s column, including some from 
additional members who know of applications which seem to be caught up in the OIO 
block hole. At the same time mainstream media is questioning what is happening within 
OIO and Government with some Ministers (Joyce in particular) stating foreign 
investment is welcomed, and other Ministers turning down investment as investors 
cannot prove they can manage better than a hypothetical New Zealander. This is similar 
to saying Richie McCaw needs to prove he is better than a hypothetical perfect rugby 
player, even Richie gets sin-binned occasionally. 

Adding to the confusion and uncertainty arising from the OIO’s apparent change in 
approach to foreign ownership and investment, it appears other areas of Government 
continue to encourage investment. Trade and Enterprise has continued to invest time 
and taxpayer money in attracting foreign investment into a new wood processing facility 
in Taupo. This, despite the findings of a Trade and Enterprise funded study in 2012 
showing NZ has sufficient investment in the CNI for the available wood resource. 

This, despite the new and announced investment in wood processing in the wider CNI 
by New Zealand owned and operated processors, especially Red Stag. 

This, despite Government’s policy favouritism toward pasture-based agriculture and the 
on-going involvement of the SOE Landcorp responding to “the market” and reducing the 
area of production forest in NZ. 

This, despite the inability of MFAT and MPI to address the tariff and non-tariff barriers 
operating in Chinese-domiciled processors’ favour, including a lower VAT charged on 
logs as compared to processed wood and a 5% tariff on paper products. 

This, despite the questionable record of Government-backed organisations in ‘picking 
winners’ including Solid Energy’s investment in wood pellets and T&T’s investment in 
wood-to-liquid-fuels. 

The forestry sector, from seedling to reuse and biofuel, requires long term commitment. 
Investors (from wherever) require certainty and stability to engage in an activity which 
has huge recognised public as well as private benefits. Investment in the sector does not 



benefit from erratic and short term policy changes. It does not require government 
departments to ‘pick winners’, with such behaviour acting to discourage private 
investment by increasing uncertainty as much as it might encourage the politically 
favoured and the taxpayer supported enterprise. 

This is why we are supporting the National Forest Policy. Our industry needs clear policy 
direction which does not change every 6 months or so. We need a Government where 
all Ministers are saying the same thing and all pushing for similar outcomes, rather than 
contradicting each other and their actions being opposite to their words. 

Is it arrogance of the Government or poor advice which is stopping them from seeking 
guidance from the professionals in the sector they are managing? In May 2000, Wink 
Sutton wrote in our Journal in regards to a Government decision: "Not so long ago the 
forestry profession would have been consulted on this issue, but not now. The 
government (ever conscious of public opinion) now seeks the advice of others. What has 
gone wrong? Why are the opinions of professional foresters no longer respected?” 

This statement could have been written about this government and their respective 
departments. It seems to be they think they know best. Rarely are we asked what our 
opinion is on a proposed policy or idea, and then when the idea or policy is announced 
and we make statements saying it is poorly thought out or short sighted, the Government 
and their advisors get annoyed. If they do not want us to speak out then let us have a 
say before they make policy effecting forestry public. 

I am hopeful the Government will accept and recognise the importance of the Forest 
Policy Project. I am hopeful the National Forest Policy will stop Ministers countering 
each other and Government departments seemingly working at odds with Government 
policy in regards to our industry. I am hopeful the National Forest Policy will be a 
document we can all agree makes sense and work towards bettering our industry for the 
benefit of New Zealand Inc. 

I hope I am not forever hopeful. 

 

James Treadwell 

Member’s Voice 

A Vision for New Zealand Forestry 



 

The managed plantation estate will increase to greater than 2.5million hectares. 

How: 

This will be achieved by direct investment by the people of New Zealand through 
Government funded joint venture planting. This will be paid for by expunging the not fit 
for purpose ETS from the statute books. The direct taxes on the use of mineral carbon in 
transport and energy shall remain and this money will be used to pay for the expansion 
of the plantation forest estate capped at $100 million per annum. 

The existing government infrastructure will turn from being carbon cops to doing 
something useful. Plantings will be as joint ventures with landowners using the Forestry 
Rights Registration Act, with priority given to erodible land types. Joint ventures will be 
managed by the crown and the forest benefit to the landowner is restricted to 50 percent 
share of the residual value of the log crop after harvesting costs are deducted. 

Where possible this would be at a ratio of not more than 50% by area of radiata pine to 
diversity our forest crop. 

This has multiple benefits for our society: 

 1.We are making a more productive use of ‘waste’ land, securing the land from ongoing 

storm effects and improving downstream qualities. 

 2.We are diversifying our land use and management onto the poorer sites without 

converting ‘good’ farms. 

 3.We are future proofing any carbon capture issues if they ever prove to be relevant. 

 4.We are able to provide landowners with a long-term solution to land use problems 

where marginal farms can improve their values at no cost. 

 5.We are providing downstream processors with more certainty to invest in wood 

processing. 

 6.We are adding to the tax base and the crown asset with future earnings of 50% of the 

clear fell, tax on the landowner share at 25%, and tax on harvesting profit at 25%. 



 

Paul Marshall  
MNZIF, Timaru 

Log Price Series 

I contacted MPI last week to ask of the status of the log price series (last published in 
March of this year); I got the response below. 

“I imagine the review will be complete in the next 4 - 6 weeks and Stuart Anderson, 
manager of the Economic Info & Analysis team will be leading this review.” 

If you find the log price series useful and want it continued then letting Stuart 
Anderson know may be beneficial. 

Andy Dick  
Registered Member 

Announcements 

NZ Dryland Forests Initiative 

Hawke’s Bay Seminar, Field Visit and Evening Presentations: ‘Ground-durable 
eucalypts: a new forestry opportunity’ 

This seminar is aimed at all Hawke’s Bay landowners with an interest in sustainable, 
innovative land use, including sheep and beef farmers, vineyard owners/managers and 
organic or low-input farmers. 

Date: Wednesday 4 November 2015  
Venue: Havelock North Community Centre  
Time: 1.30 afternoon field visit; 5.30pm meal; 6.30pm presentations  
Cost: $35 for meal 

The seminar will cover (i) the potential for ground durable eucalypts as a land-use option 
in the Hawke’s Bay, (ii) the world-class science underpinning this initiative, and (iii) the 
opportunities for using highly durable eucalypt timber as an alternative to treated pine 
on-farm, in vineyards, and in many other applications. 

mailto:Stuart.Anderson@mpi.govt.nz
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We will visit Ben McNeill’s Waimarama property which hosts several NZDFI ground-
durable eucalypt trials planted in 2011 and 2012 as well as older woodlots that Ben is 
sawing on site for fence posts. We will also hear about the potential for eucalypts to 
support bees from Dr Linda Newstrom-Lloyd. After a light evening meal, speakers will 
describe how the NZDFI’s research is working with landowners to turn the vision of 
large-scale production and utilisation into reality. 

Please register and make payment if applicable by October 29 2015 to:  
Email: Mandy Mitchell 
Post: NZDFI, c/- MRC, Private Bag 1007, Blenheim 7240 

For further information, contact  
Harriet Palmer 021 025 32529 
Paul Millen 021 662 147 

For more information and the full programme, look here. 

Forest Growers Research Conference 2015 

Date: Wednesday 14 October 2015  
Venue: Rutherford Hotel, Trafalgar Square, Nelson  
Registrations close: Wednesday 7 October 2015 

We are now approaching the second anniversary of the Forest Grower Levy funded 
research programme. The programme aims to increase forest profitability, reduce risk 
and ensure the industry’s licence to operate is protected. 

Registration and more information here. 

 

ForestTECH 2015 

Showcasing new developments in mobile applications, communications, remote sensing 
and cloud-based systems to improve forest planning, management and operations 

Date: 18-19 November 2015  
Location: Distinction Rotorua Hotel, Rotorua, New Zealand 

Date: 24-25 November 2015  
Location: Bayview Eden Melbourne, 6 Queens Road, Melbourne, Australia 

mailto:mandy@mrc.org.nz
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ForestTECH 2015 will provide local forestry companies with a timely overview of data 
collection tools, systems for better managing and analysing this information and forestry 
apps that have been developed, are available, and are adding value to forestry 
companies around the world right now. 

Full details on the programme for each venue and registration are now available via the 
ForestTECH website. 

NZIF members are entitled to a discount on the ForestTECH registration rate, once 
early-bird registrations have closed. Please email Jay for the discount code. 

ForestWood 2016 

A pan-industry conference being jointly hosted by Forest Owners Association (FOA), 
Wood Processors and Manufacturers Association (WPMA), Forest Industry Contractors 
Association (FICA) and supported by Woodco and NZ Farm Forestry Association 
(NZFFA). 

Date: 16 March 2016  
Venue: SKYCITY Auckland Convention Centre  
Registration: opens October 2015  
Contact: info@forestwood.org.nz  
Website: http://forestwood.org.nz/ 

Scion - 2015 International Year of Soils Seminar Series 

Date: A series of ten seminars held every Friday from 11 September 2015, 3-4pm  
Location: Commerce Lecture Room 1, Lincoln University 

Lincoln University is hosting a series of seminars outlining various aspects of soil 
research conducted in New Zealand. Of principal interest to foresters is a presentation 
discussing the importance of soil to the sustainability of the intensification of the New 
Zealand forestry sector, given by Scion scientist Simeon Smaill, on 2 October. However, 
many other talks will also be of interest, including how plants and soil organisms interact 
during the development of an ecosystem (16 October) and the role of earthworms in soil 
function (13 November). The seminar series is free and no registration is necessary, so 
if you are in the Canterbury region, or passing through from September to November, 
please have a look at the seminar schedule provided on their website. 

In the News 

Waikato could face a $7.7 billion cleanup bill under new model 

The Waikato could be facing a $7.7 billion bill to clean up its waterways under new 
modelling designed to help formulate rules to protect and restore the region's rivers. 

The model was one of four created to highlight the land use and management changes 
needed to meet water quality targets for the Waikato and Waipa rivers and tributaries. It 
will be used by the Collaborative Stakeholders Group, which was formed to look at a 
proposed regional plan change for the region's rivers under the Healthy Rivers: Plan for 
Change process. 
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Scenario 1, which required the most change was defined as 'having the rivers okay for 
swimming, taking food and healthy biodiversity.' Meeting that model required a 22 per 
cent reduction in dairy production, a 2 per cent land use change from dairy to forestry, a 
3 per cent change from drystock to forestry and and a 5 per cent land use change of 
dairy to sheep and beef farming. 

It would result in a 27 per cent fall in the industry's overall profits a 14 per cent fall of 
profits in the drystock sector, and a combined $4.513 billion hit to the two sectors over 
25 years. 

At the opposite end of the modelling was scenario 4, which was defined as 'no further 
degradation'. Achieving this goal meant a 7 per cent drop in dairy production and a 3 per 
cent land use change from dairy to sheep and beef and dairy to forestry. It resulted in a 
6 per cent fall in the dairy sector's profits and a 4 per cent fall in profits for the drystock 
sector. It would cost the dairy sector $788 million and sheep, beef and grain farming $25 
million. 

Gerald Piddock  
Stuff, 24 September 2015  
Full article here. 

 

Lack of certainty in Plantation Forestry rules 

Many of the draft rules setting a national environmental standard for plantation forestry 
lack sufficient certainty, the New Zealand Law Society says. 

The Law Society has released its comments on the consultation document A National 
Environmental Standard for Plantation Forestry. It notes that the draft rules are intended 
to convey the policy intent of the proposed Standard and it is likely they will be subject to 
significant change or refinement. It says the principle that a person should be able to 
determine on the face of a planning document whether or not an activity is permitted 
means that provisions within the planning document must be sufficiently certain. 

In other comments and suggestions on the draft Standard, the Law Society: 

 finds the use of “notes” which impose substantive controls is problematic and notes in 

other types of planning instruments are generally regarded as being only for 

informational purposes; 

http://www.stuff.co.nz/waikato-times/72377312/waikato-could-face-a-77-billion-cleanup-bill-under-new-model


 points to a risk of litigation arising from several provisions in the draft rules which do not 

usually appear in permitted activity conditions; 

 expresses its concern that the proposed Standard’s approach of leaving the making of 

more stringent rules for identified outstanding natural features and landscapes or 

significant natural areas at the discretion of a council could enable councils to avoid 

existing, settled rules to protect these; and 

 notes that the relationship between the Standard and the matters covered by s 6 of the 

Resource Management Act needs to be clearly and unambiguously defined to remove 

the “real risk” that the implications could go well beyond the forestry sector. 

Law Society 24 September 2015  
Full article here. 

Big benefits expected from new forest harvesting technology 

A demonstration of new forest harvesting technology near Nelson this week marks a 
major step forward in ensuring the safety of forest workers working on steep land, 
Government Ministers Nathan Guy and Jo Goodhew say. The demonstration featured 
New Zealand’s first ever remote controlled forest harvesting machine. 

Steepland Harvesting is a six year, $6 million Primary Growth Partnership (PGP) 
programme between the Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) and a consortium of 
forestry companies and contractors, led by Future Forests Research Ltd (FFR). 

Full article here. 

Advertisement 

Ernslaw One Limited 
Harvest Engineer - Southern North Island 

 
Ernslaw One is a forest owner and manager with offices and forest estate throughout 
New Zealand. Applications are invited for the position of Harvest Engineer, Southern 
North Island, based in our Bulls office. You will be part of a team responsible for 
planning an annual harvest in excess 500,000 t per year, building 25 km of roads and 

https://www.lawsociety.org.nz/lawtalk/issue-874/lack-of-certainty-in-plantation-forestry-rules
http://www.forestryexpo.co.nz/big-benefits-expected-new-forest-harvesting-technology


100 landings per year and managing associated resource consents and H&S 
requirements. 

Serious consideration will be given to applicants with: 

  A tertiary qualification in forest or civil engineering, engineering geology or forestry; 

  Experience/knowledge of forest engineering, road layout design & construction or harvest 

planning; 

  Ability in managing contractors;Membership of the Institute of Professional Engineers 

or being a Registered Engineering Associate or similar association bound by a Code of 
Ethics would be an advantage, and will be encouraged for the successful applicant. 
Ernslaw One Ltd is committed to ensuring a safe and healthy environment. The 
successful applicant would require a pre-employment medical, drug and alcohol 
assessment. 

A position description and application form is available from 

Shayne Harvey  
Telephone 0274 436992  
Email: harvestengineer@ernslaw.co.nz. 

A letter of application with a CV should be submitted by Thursday 15 October 2015. 

Calendar 

NZIF takes no responsibility for errors in this calendar. Please visit the website or 
contact the organisers to confirm times, locations, costs 

  Scion International Year of Soils Seminar Series, 3pm, Commerce Lecture Room 1, 

Lincoln University - 2 October 2015 (every Friday until 13 November 2015) 

  FOA Annual Forest Growers Research Conference, Nelson, contact Veronica Bennett - 14-

15 October 2015 

  NZ Dryland Forests Initiative Hawke’s Bay Seminar, Field Visit and Evening 

Presentations: ‘Ground-durable eucalypts: a new forestry opportunity’, to register 

email Mandy Mitchell - 4 November 2015 

  ForestTECH, Distinction Hotel, Rotorua, website - 18-19 November 2015 

  New Zealand History of Science conference, email Rebecca Priestley - 23-24 November 

2015 

  ForestTECH, Bayview Eden, 6 Queens Road, Melbourne, Australia, website - 24-25 

November 2015 

  Forest Genetics for Productivity Conference, Rotorua, website - 14-18 March 2016 

  ForestWood 2016, SKYCITY Auckland Convention Centre, registration opens October 

2015, email - 16 March 2016 

 
Disclaimer 

This newsletter is produced for NZIF Members. The contents (in whole or in part) should 
not be reproduced elsewhere nor the Newsletter distributed to others without permission 
from NZIF. Copies of the Newsletter are on the NZIF website in the members' only 
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section. Disclaimers: While every care is taken in preparing this Newsletter neither the 
NZIF nor those producing it can be held liable for any loss, damage or misrepresentation 
caused by the use of material contained in the Newsletter. The views expressed in this 
Newsletter do not necessarily represent those of the NZIF. 

 


